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How to get zeni fast in xenoverse 2
Zeni, zeni, zeni, must be funny~ Feeling a little broke in Dragon Ball XenoVerse? Need to buy the latest clothing or maybe appease a picky mentor? Well, while zeni is abundant, here’s a really quick and easy way to get mad money. Whenever you do a parallel quest, there’s a chance to meet a Time Patroller. Simply whip out your scouter and look for
one on the battlefield. After defeating them, there’s a chance to get a coveted Dragon Ball. But forget about that, since the odds are low, and you have a bigger chance of getting a Hercule Badge (as seen above). You’ll always get these from winning the battles and they sell for a large sum of zeni at the item shop. Additionally, you can also scout for
items on the ground which you can just sell off, all the same. Any other tips for your fellow Dragon Ball XenoVerse fans? Leave a comment down below! bandai namco, Dragon Ball, Guide, How to, ps4, Xbox One, xenoverse, zeni In Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2, you need money for just about anything and the best way to farm in-game currency / Zeni with
parallel quests. Here, you will receive various items for successful completion of the mission, which you can sell profitably. But which parallel quests are best suited to farm Zeni? If you have not advanced so far in the game and still under level 50, you should always play Parallel Quest 12 "Simian Battlefront." Best way to farm Zeni lower Level - below
50 For this method, you must play Parallel Quest 12 "Monkey Front". For the successful conclusion you have to defeat Vegeta, Dodoria and Zarbon. In addition, you should do the enemies in the following order. - Defeat all plant men first. - Then fight against Dodoria and Zarbon before you fight against Vegeta. Otherwise, the quest is terminated
prematurely. - If you finally defeated Vegeta, you can compete against Turles in the Underground Lake. - Fight against Turles until you get the Ultimate Finisher that marks the successful completion of the quest. - As a reward, you will receive the battle suit of Turles, which will give you 20,000 Zeni on sale. You can repeat the quest as often as you
like, and you can master it every five minutes. By selling Turles' combat suit you earn 100,000 Zeni in 30 minutes. Best way to farm Zeni from Level 50 If you have already passed level 50, it is recommended to play Parallel Quest 4 "Prepare for the Attack of Saiyans!" to earn more Zeni. You can complete this mission in four minutes, and you will
receive 8,000 and 30,000 worth of Badges. Together with the other rewards, you can earn about 45,000 Zeni per turn. Also note the following things. - Defeat Krillin, Tien, and Yamchu, and then talk with the Time Patroller. - Then fight and defeat Son Gohan, Piccolo, and Son Goku. - This method is also best suited to farm Dragon balls. - Mira, Future
Trunks and Beerus should accompany you as a companion. Related Articles DB Xenoverse 2: Unlock Unknown History / Secret Ending guide DB Xenoverse 2: Unlock Super Saiyan Transformation - guide DB Xenoverse 2: Farm Dragon Balls / fulfill Shenlong wishes Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2 Easy Money Cheat Here’s an easy way to get a lot of money
very fast in Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2. Using this money cheat you’ll be able to get unlimited cash, as explained below… In addition to Zeni, there are now TP Medals (Time Patrol Medals) as a new currency for Xenoverse 2. Money Cheat Location: How to get an unlimited Zeni? It can be done by gathering lots of rare gear items. In turn, the Zeni you
get from selling them at Item Shops can be used to buy things like skills, items, and clothes. Money Cheat Method: How to make 100,000’s of Zeni in Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2 easily. • Step 1: Collect “Battle Suit (Turles)” gear by playing Parallel Quest 12: Simian Battlefront (unlocked early on in the game), where the “Battle Suit (Turles)” gear and
other Shard & Crystal items will be items you get rewarded at random. — For example: By playing the quest over and over for about 1 to 2 hours, you will get around 1 “Battle Suit (Turles)” every 3 minutes, which is valued at over 20,000 Zeni each. You only get awarded the “Battle Suit (Turles)” gear at the completion of Parallel Quest 12 if you beat
the enemies in this order: all Saibamen, Dodoria, Zarbon, Great Ape Vegeta & finally fight Turles in the underground lake; This is required to get the Ultimate Finish that awards you with Turles’ battle gear. The higher the Parallel Quest number, the more money you can make. So if you’re a higher level character (you should reach Level 50 after
completing the story Campaign), then “Parallel Quest 4: Prepare for the Attack of Saiyans” is recommended for farming money as well, as you’ll net about 40,000+ Zeni from items like the Hercule Badge (worth 8,000 Zeni) upon each completion. Finish each Parallel Quest at a high ranking to make even more money as a completion reward. • Step 2:
After you’re done playing Parallel Quests for one or more hours, go visit an Item Shop in the recreation plaza to check your winnings. At Items Shops with the robot cashier/shopkeeper, you’ll be able to exchange won/found items for Zeni. So go there and talk to the shopkeeper to Sell items for loads of cash! The rarer the gear the more Zeni it’ll be
worth. You can also sell all the other items you got that you don’t need or think you’ll never use. — So for example: After having played the in Step 1 mentioned Parallel Quest 12 for 1-2 hours, your sold items will earn you around 1 MILLION ZENI! Here is the full money cheat video involving Parallel Quest 12 on low level: Here is the full money cheat
video involving Parallel Quest 4 on level 50+: Home » Cheats » PC Cheats » Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2 Money Cheat This Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2 money cheat for easy Zeni will show you how to collect quick cash by taking advantage of a rare item farming trick in the PC, PS4 & Xbox One fighting game. As always with cheats involving in-game
currency, use at your own discretion. Index of Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2 Guides: Here’s an easy way to get a lot of money very fast in Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2. Using this money cheat you’ll be able to get unlimited cash, as explained below… In addition to Zeni, there are now TP Medals (Time Patrol Medals) as a new currency for Xenoverse 2. Money
Cheat Location: How to get an unlimited Zeni? It can be done by gathering lots of rare gear items. In turn, the Zeni you get from selling them at Item Shops can be used to buy things like skills, items, and clothes. Money Cheat Method: How to make 100,000’s of Zeni in Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2 easily. • Step 1: Collect “Battle Suit (Turles)” gear by
playing Parallel Quest 12: Simian Battlefront (unlocked early on in the game), where the “Battle Suit (Turles)” gear and other Shard & Crystal items will be items you get rewarded at random. — For example: By playing the quest over and over for about 1 to 2 hours, you will get around 1 “Battle Suit (Turles)” every 3 minutes, which is valued at over
20,000 Zeni each. You only get awarded the “Battle Suit (Turles)” gear at completion of Parallel Quest 12 if you beat the enemies in this order: all Saibamen, Dodoria, Zarbon, Great Ape Vegeta & finally fight Turles in the underground lake; This is required to get the Ultimate Finish that awards you with Turles’ battle gear. The higher the Parallel
Quest number, the more money you can make. So if you’re a higher level character (you should reach Level 50 after completing the story Campaign), then “Parallel Quest 4: Prepare for the Attack of Saiyans” is recommended for farming money as well, as you’ll net about 40,000+ Zeni from items like the Hercule Badge (worth 8,000 Zeni) upon each
completion. Finish each Parallel Quest at a high ranking to make even more money as a completion reward. • Step 2: After you’re done playing Parallel Quests for one or more hours, go visit an Item Shop in the recreation plaza to check your winnings. At Items Shops with the robot cashier/shopkeeper, you’ll be able to exchange won/found items for
Zeni. So go there and talk to the shopkeeper to Sell items for loads of cash! The rarer the gear the more Zeni it’ll be worth. You can also sell all the other items you got that you don’t need or think you’ll never use. — So for example: After having played the in Step 1 mentioned Parallel Quest 12 for 1-2 hours, your sold items will earn you around 1
MILLION ZENI!
Here’s the full money cheat video involving Parallel Quest 12 on low level: Here’s the full money cheat video involving Parallel Quest 4 on level 50+: Credits: DBZwarrior. Thanks for visiting! And feel free to leave a comment if you have any cheats and tips of your own and we’ll add it to this guide and give you credit. Home »
Guides » PC Guides » Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2: How To Level Up Fast Welcome to the “Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2: How To Level Up Fast” guide. On this page we’ll show you how to rank up fast in Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2 to get to the base game’s maximum level 80! Let’s find out how to do it, since this leveling up trick will help you gain experience
really fast. Index of Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2 Guides: Here we’ll go over how you can speed up the slow process of leveling up your rank in Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2. Ranking up fast to increase your level quickly can be done through these tasks: There are a lot of Side Quests to do and you’ll get to the level cap (80) without realizing it just by
progressing naturally through the game. However, when creating a new character, it might be that you’ll want him or her to get strong faster. Sure, you can still search for various items on Side Quests, but if you’re looking for a quick leveling up method, here are some examples… • Method #1: As hinted at above, playing through the story Campaign
will get you up to level 50 for starters. • Method #2: Go do Captain Ginyu’s Training right out the gate. Do Gohan & Videl’s Training as well. • Method #3: Complete HIGHER starred Parallel Quests. Those will always give you a TON of XP but they take a lot longer than Methods #1 & #2! This video guide shows the fastest ways to get experience
points and level up your created character: Tip: Once you collect 7 Dragon Balls and summon Shenron to make a wish — as explained in our “Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2: How To Get Dragon Balls & Summon Shenron” guide — you can select the “I want to grow!” wish twice to gain 1 Level each time! After the first time, you can do it once more after
visiting Guru. Note: Doing this will unlock the “Super Saiyan God Super Saiyan” trophy / achievement, once you “Reach level 80.” Level Cap 100 Rumor: It’s expected that like in the first Dragon Ball Xenoverse game the level cap will be increased from 80 to 100 along with the release of the Season Pass DLC. Thanks to Cog for the tips.
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